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A Overview1

This document serves as supplementary material to the main paper. We present additional imple-2

mentation details in Section B, including the construction of datasets, fine-tuning settings, and an3

introduction to evaluation metrics. Section C contains additional experimental results, while Sec-4

tion D discusses the ablation study on CoT dataset and adapters. Furthermore, we include extra5

visualization examples in Section E. We also address the limitations and societal impact of our work6

in Section F, and provide a checklist in Section G.7

B Additional Implementation Details8

Data collection. We first explore how the length of the text descriptions impacts the generation9

performance of the model. Figure 1 displays the distribution of text length in the LAION dataset [9],10

revealing that the majority of text descriptions fall within the range of 10 to 150 characters. To11

facilitate distinct analysis, the dataset is divided into three separate groups, each consisting of 20,00012

data samples. The first group, named short-cap, encompasses captions with a length of less than 4013

characters. The second group, referred to as mid-cap, comprises captions exceeding 90 characters14

but falling short of 110 characters. Finally, the third group, denoted as long-cap, includes captions15

surpassing 150 characters. The intentional avoidance of consecutive length ranges ensures clear16

differentiation between the groups, allowing for ease of distinction. Utilizing a pre-trained latent17

diffusion model, three sets of images are generated based on the text descriptions from the respective18

groups. The calculated mean aesthetic scores [7] for each group are as follows: 6.01 for short-cap,19

6.03 for mid-cap, and 5.99 for long-cap. Furthermore, the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [2] is20

computed, resulting in values of 13.1 for short-cap, 9.4 for mid-cap, and 10.8 for long-cap. Notably,21

no significant impact of text length on the quality of the generated images is observed. Consequently,22

a uniform sampling strategy is employed for all sub-datasets utilized throughout the paper.23

Training settings. All experiments are based on pre-trained LLaMA-7B [11], an open-sourced24

Large Language Model with seven billion parameters. The fine-tuning process of each aligner fol-25

lows [10, 12] using 8×A100-80GB GPUs, which takes three hours until converge. More specifically,26

we set 2e-5 for the learning rate, 0.0 for weight_decay, 0.03 for warmup_ratio, and cosine decay for27

the learning rate schedule. For all one-step aligners, including text continuation, text imitation, and28

direct aligner with training dataset from CoT, the max sequence length is set to 512 while the batch29

size is 2 and gradient accumulation steps are 8. For CoT aligners, the max sequence length is set to30

1500 while the batch size is 1 and the gradient accumulation steps are 2.31

Adapter setting. In PromptCoT, we add adapter layers following [1]. For all aligners, we set the32

number of adapter layers to 30 with each length of 10, initial learning rate to 9e-3, weight_decay to33

0.02 and 5 epochs within 2 warming up epochs. For all one-step aligners, including text continuation,34
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Figure 1: The distribution of text lengths in the LAION dataset.

text imitation, and direct aligner with the training dataset from CoT, the max sequence length is set to35

512 while batch size is 8. For PromptCoT aligners, the max sequence length is set to 1500 while36

batch size is 1. The use of adapter significantly reduces memory cost since it takes n× 26GB for n37

finetuned aligners but only 26GB + n× 4.8MB for n aligners with adapters.38

Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate the generation performance with Fréchet Inception Distance39

(FID) [2], Inception Score (IS) [8], CLIP score [6], Aesthetic Score [7] and PickScore [3]. The40

definitions of FID, IS, and CLIP score are strictly following previous works[2, 8, 6, 7, 3]. We here41

give more detailed explanations of Aesthetic Score and PickScore in this paragraph.42

Aesthetic Score is calculated with a pre-trained aesthetics predictor provided by LAION [9]. It also43

has been used for data filtering of recent popular latent diffusion models [7]. It is designed based on44

CLIP ViT/14 with an extra linear layer at the top of the model. The model is optimized to predict the45

ratings collected from people’s answers to questions such as "How much do you like this image on a46

scale from 1 to 10?". In this paper, we use the aesthetic score to show that after being refined by our47

prompt aligner, generative models can create images that human regards as amusing.48

PickScore [3] is a scoring function trained over Pick-a-Pic by combining a CLIP-style model with49

a variant of InstructGPT’s [5] reward model objective whose goal is to predict human preferences.50

We use PickScore to construct two kinds of evaluation metrics to represent how humans like the51

generated image. Each time we input a group of generated images led by prompts refined from our52

different aligners and the prompt refined from the aligner being evaluated. The average PickScore is53

the probability that a human is predicted to prefer the image generated by the input prompt among54

this group of images, while the recall PickScore is the rate that predicted human reaction is preferring55

the corresponding image.56

C Additional Experiments57

C.1 PickScore for Adapter58

We provide additional PickScore results of aligners with adaptation in Table C. Experiments indicate59

that all aligners consistently improve this metric compared to the baseline.

Table 1: Text-to-image generation performance of aligners with adaptation.

Base Model Aligner PickScore(%)
(Average/Recall)

Adapter

baseline 27.3/37.3
t-continue 41.1/67.9

t2t-blip 42.5/66.7
t2t-inter 33.8/48.7

cot_d 41.9/66.2

60
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C.2 PickScore for Stable Diffusion v261

Table 2: Text-to-image generation performance of fully fine-tuned aligners.

Generator Aligner PickScore(%)
(Average/Recall)

baseline 29.3/41.9
SD v2.1 t-continue 44.7/70.7

ddim step=250 t2t-blip 56.4/83.2
scale=12.0 t2t-inter 37.3/56.4

cot_d 41.0/64.4

Table 2 presents additional PickScore [3] results for the generation performance of various aligners62

on the COCO [4] validation set. The experiments are conducted using Stable Diffusion v2.1. Our63

results show that all aligners significantly outperform the baseline on this metric.64

D Ablation Study65

D.1 Training PromptCoT Exclusively with CoT Dataset66

We conducted the ablation study to compare the performance of the full-pipeline PromptCoT aligner,67

cot, with several variants on a subset of the COCO [4] validation dataset consisting of 1,000 images.68

The variants included cot_d, which is an aligner trained exclusively on the results of the final step69

(step 5) to accelerate inference. The variants also include cot_only, which is trained without datasets70

of Alpaca [10], text continuation, and text imitation, solely on the CoT dataset to accelerate training.71

Our experiments (Table 3) indicate that although these more efficient variants have a subtle impact on72

marginal aspects, they still deliver impressive final performance.73

Table 3: Text-to-image generation performance on different CoT aligners. All metrics are
evaluated on a subset of the COCO [4] validation dataset consisting of 1,000 images. Images are
generated by Stable Diffusion with corresponding prompts under the same conditions.

Aligner Aesthetic
Score

CLIP
Score

PickScore (%)
(Average/Recall)

baseline 5.62 0.231 28.4/40.7
cot_d 5.79 0.291 47.0/65.1

cot_only 5.80 0.293 43.2/59.5
cot 5.80 0.293 47.2/64.4

D.2 PromptCoT with Adapter74

Table 4: Text-to-image generation performance with adaptation. PromptCoT with adaptation
achieves comparable results compared to the fully fine-tuned counterpart.

Base Model Aligner Aesthetic
Score FID CLIP

Score

Adapter
baseline 5.60 58.02 0.266

cot_d 5.85 51.06 0.251
PromptCoT 5.80 46.54 0.291

We further conduct a complementary evaluation of full-pipeline PromptCoT with the adaption75

approach on COCO validation dataset with 25,000 images in Table 4. Experiments indicate that76

adaptation achieves comparable performance on Aesthetic Score and improvement on FID and CLIP77

Score, compared to the fully fine-tuned counterpart.78
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D.3 Comparison between PromptCoT and Human-refined Prompts79

To compare the capability of refining prompts between PromptCoT and human beings, we first80

collect a set of text prompts from the captions of COCO dataset. We then invited a group of 3081

research volunteers to refine the collected prompts to improve the image generation quality. The82

volunteers are all specialized in deep learning algorithms and are thus expected to perform well on83

this task. The findings are succinctly presented in Table 5. Upon careful examination, it is evident84

that humans possess the ability to modify prompts to achieve better content alignment between the85

text descriptions and the generated images, resulting in an improved CLIP score. However, it should86

be noted that there is a slight decrease in aesthetic scores when employing this approach. Conversely,87

PromptCoT demonstrates its capability to generate prompts that enhance not only the aesthetic score88

but also the CLIP score and PickScore, surpassing human performance by a significantly larger89

margin.

Table 5: Comparison to human-refined promtps. We evaluate the generation quality on Aesthetic
Score [7], CLIP Score [6] and PickScore [3].

Aligner Aesthetic
Score

CLIP
Score

PickScore(%)
(Average/Recall)

Baseline 5.68 0.23 33.2/39.1
Human 5.62 0.27 48.1/58.2

PromptCoT 5.77 0.30 57.5/73.6

90

E Additional Visualization91

E.1 Impacts of Prompts in Training Data on Generation Performance92

Our empirical findings indicate a positive correlation between the quality of prompts associated with93

high-quality images in the training dataset and the generation of superior images when applied to94

pre-trained latent diffusion models. This relationship is visually represented in Figure 2. Figure 295

portrays an instance of a text-image pair characterized by low visual quality, prominently displayed96

in the top-left corner and highlighted in orange. Consequently, the resulting generated images derived97

from such prompts exhibit a corresponding decline in visual quality. Conversely, the last two rows of98

Figure 2 present a contrasting scenario where text prompts sourced from high-visual-quality training99

samples yield images of commendable visual quality.100

E.2 Impacts of PromptCoT Compared to Online Users101

In this section, we utilize prompts collected from an online database [13], where users share their102

self-generated prompt-image pairs. We also verify the effectiveness of PromptCoT on those real-103

world prompts. The results are shown in Figure 4. The left column shows the images generated104

with the original prompt used by the public and the right column shows the images generated with105

the refined prompt by PromptCoT. The original prompt and the refined prompt are also listed under106

the corresponding image pairs. It is essential to highlight that the quality of the generated images107

cannot be attributed solely to the prompt’s length. Even when users provide detailed descriptions, the108

generated images may still fall short of expectations. For example, in the first row in Figure 4, the109

online user attempts to depict a construction worker in a construction field by providing unorganized110

key concepts. However, the resulting generation exhibits flaws in the worker’s clothing, eyes, and111

background, indicating a lack of coherence and quality. In the second-row pairs, the user-generated112

image lacks the “full body” concept, leading to a partial representation of the prompt. In the bottom-113

row pairs, the user’s prompt for generating the well-known character "Rocket Raccoon" exhibits114

unrealistic body proportions. In each of these instances, the utilization of PromptCoT yields a115

noteworthy enhancement in the quality of generated outputs. This improvement is achieved through116

the process of prompt re-writing, which ensures a more effective alignment with the training text117

data. As a result, the generated images exhibit a heightened level of fidelity and aesthetics, thereby118

attaining a closer resemblance to the intended expectations.119
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Corresponding text in 
the training data: 
“Bright orange brown 
long straight hair. 
Oriental beauty girl 
professional makeup. 
Portrait of a beautiful 
woman who wore big 
flower wreath 
accessory. Young gypsy 
fortune teller predicts 
fate horoscope”

Original Image
LOW-quality Generated Images by the Corresponding Training Text 

Corresponding text in 
the training data: 
“Long Sleeve Prom 
Dress, Lace Prom Dress, 
Burgundy Prom Dress, 
Tulle Prom Dress, Prom 
Dresses 2017, Elegant 
Prom Dress, Custom 
Prom Dresses, A Line 
Prom Dresses”

Original Image
HIGH-quality Generated Images by the Corresponding Training Text 

Figure 2: “Low-quality prompt” refers to the text in the training set whose corresponding image (left)
has low quality. (Up) Images generated by a low-quality prompt. “High-quality prompt” refers to the
text in the training set, and whose corresponding image has high quality. (Bottom) Images generated
by a high-quality prompt.

E.3 Visualization of Different Aligners120

In Figure 5, we provide a detailed visual comparison of images generated using the original prompt121

and those refined with different aligners (tcontinue, t2t_blip, t2t_inter, cot_davinci, cot_d, and122

PromptCoT). We have highlighted inconsistencies between the prompt and the images within the123

figures, accompanied by annotations below each image. It is noteworthy that not only do the images124

generated using PromptCoT exhibit superior quality, but they also display a better alignment with125

the textual contents. For instance, in the top-row images generated from the prompt "A surfer on126

a whiteboard riding a small wave," PromptCoT stands out by effectively capturing all the desired127

elements, while others may struggle to interpret the prompt accurately with all key concepts.128
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HIGH-quality
Original Image

Generated Images 
by the Corresponding Training Text 

LOW-quality
Original Image

Generated Images 
by the Corresponding Training Text 

Figure 3: More examples of images generated by low/high-quality prompts.
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Left by the online user: “construction worker. portrait. bauhaus, angular, geometric, 
symmetrical. yellow color theme. construction background.”
Right by PromptCoT: “Professional Construction Worker in Yellow Hard Hat and Reflective 
Vest Standing in Front of Bauhaus-Inspired Construction Site”

Left by the online user: “a fantasy character Drekavak at Proto-Slavic mythology. The soul of a 
dead unbaptized infant, has the ability to scream eerily.. Full body, detailed and realistic,4k, 
top-artstation, inspired blizzard games, octane render”
Right by PromptCoT: “Fantasy character Drekavak, inspired by Proto-Slavic mythology, 
depicted in a dramatic pose with outstretched arms, wearing intricate clothing adorned with 
Proto-Slavic designs. Rendered in 4k resolution using Octane render, with a dark and 
foreboding background to create an eerie atmosphere.”

Left by the online user: “rocket raccoon, space background, close up, quint buchholz, wlop, 
dan mumford, atgerm, liam brazier, peter mohrbacher, raw, featured on artstation, octane 
render, cinematic, rugged, intricate, 8 k”
Right by PromptCoT: “Rocket Raccoon in Space" - An Al-generated digital painting featuring 
Rocket Raccoon in a close-up shot against a rugged and intricate space background with stars 
and planets. Rendered in Octane Render with 8K resolution, the image boastsa vibrant color 
scheme. dramatic lighting, and a realistic style. Inspired by arists such as Quint Buchholz, 
WLOP, Dan Mumford, Artgerm, Liam Brazier, and PeteMohrbacher, this cinematic image is 
sure to be a standout on ArtStation.”
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Figure 4: Comparison between the online users and PromptCoT. Images are placed in pairs of (left)
the online user and (right) PromptCoT.
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a man ✔
kitchen ✔
prepare food ❌

a man ❌
kitchen ✔
prepare food ❌

a man ✔
kitchen ✔
prepare food ❌

a man ✔
kitchen ✔
prepare food ❌

a man ❌
kitchen ✔
prepare food ✔

a man ❌
kitchen ✔
prepare food ✔

a man ✔
kitchen ✔
prepare food ✔

Original Text: A man standing next to a kitchen counter preparing food.
original tcontinue t2t_blip t2t_inter cot_davinci cot_d cot

cat ✔
on clothes ❌
in suitcase ✔

cat ✔
on clothes ❌
in suitcase ✔

cat ✔
on clothes ❌
in suitcase ✔

cat ✔
on clothes ❌
in suitcase ✔

cat ❌
on clothes ✔
in suitcase ✔

cat ✔
on clothes ❌
in suitcase ✔

cat ✔
on clothes ✔
in suitcase ✔

Original Text: A cat laying on clothes that are in a suitcase.
original tcontinue t2t_blip t2t_inter cot_davinci cot_d cot

some food ✔
in baking pan ❌
on counter ✔

some food ✔
in baking pan ❌
on counter ✔

some food ✔
in baking pan ❌
on counter ❌

some food ✔
in baking pan ❌
on counter ✔

some food ✔
in baking pan ❌
on counter ✔

some food ✔
in baking pan ❌
on counter ✔

some food ✔
in baking pan ✔
on counter ✔

Original Text: There is some food in the baking pan on the counter.
original tcontinue t2t_blip t2t_inter cot_davinci cot_d cot

bathroom ✔
blue walls ✔
toilet ❌

bathroom ❌
blue walls ❌
toilet ✔

bathroom ✔
blue walls ❌
toilet ❌

bathroom ✔
blue walls ✔
toilet ❌

bathroom ✔
blue walls ✔
toilet ❌

bathroom ✔
blue walls ❌
toilet ✔

bathroom ✔
blue walls ✔
toilet ✔

Original Text: A bathroom has some blue and toilet.
original tcontinue t2t_blip t2t_inter cot_davinci cot_d cot

surfer ✔
white board ❌
small wave ❌

surfer ✔
white board ✔
small wave ❌

surfer ✔
white board ✔
small wave ❌

surfer ✔
white board ❌
small wave ✔

surfer ✔
white board ❌
small wave ✔
quality ❌

surfer ✔
white board ❌
small wave ❌

surfer ✔
white board ✔
small wave ✔

Original Text: A surfer on a white board riding a small wave.
original tcontinue t2t_blip t2t_inter cot_davinci cot_d cot

Figure 5: From left to right, images are generated via original prompts and prompts refined by
tcontinue, t2t_blip, t2t_inter, cot_davinci, cot_d, and PromptCoT, respectively.
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F Limitations and Societal Impact129

Limitations While PromptCoT is able to enhance the generation performance of generative models130

by a significantly larger margin, the extent of this enhancement is reliant on the underlying capabilities131

of the pre-trained generative models. Additionally, if the prompts provided to the generative models132

are already of high quality, the further improvements brought by PromptCoT would also be limited.133

Societal Impact We believe that PromptCoT is a versatile approach that can help users to improve134

the quality of the generation performance by a large margin on various generative applications,135

reducing the re-generation process and thus reducing the emission of greenhouse gases. Moreover,136

with lightweight adaptation, PromptCoT can be applied to multiple tasks within negligible memory137

overhead, providing a highly efficient once-for-all approach for industrial deployment. However, in138

this study, we only evaluated the effectiveness of PromptCoT in enhancing visual quality-related per-139

formance and did not address longstanding concerns related to privacy, security, and copyright issues140

in the field. In future research, we will explore the effectiveness of PromptCoT in addressing these141

concerns and ensuring the safety of generated content, while maintaining high-quality generation.142
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G Checklist143

1. For all authors:144

(a) Do the main claims made in the abstract and introduction accurately reflect the paper’s contribu-145

tions and scope? [Yes]146

(b) Did you describe the limitations of your work? [Yes]147

(c) Did you discuss any potential negative societal impacts of your work? [Yes]148

(d) Have you read the ethics review guidelines and ensured that your paper conforms to them? [Yes]149

2. If you are including theoretical results:150

(a) Did you state the full set of assumptions of all theoretical results? [N/A]151

(b) Did you include complete proofs of all theoretical results? [N/A]152

3. If you ran experiments:153

(a) Did you include the code, data, and instructions needed to reproduce the main experimental154

results (either in the supplemental material or as a URL)? [No] We will release our codebase after the155

double-blind review.156

(b) Did you specify all the training details (e.g., data splits, hyperparameters, how they were chosen)?157

[Yes]158

(c) Did you report error bars (e.g., with respect to the random seed after running experiments multiple159

times)? [No]160

(d) Did you include the total amount of compute and the type of resources used (e.g., type of GPUs,161

internal cluster, or cloud provider)? [No] The time and resources are same as the open-source assets162

we used.163

4. If you are using existing assets (e.g., code, data, models) or curating/releasing new assets:164

(a) If your work uses existing assets, did you cite the creators? [Yes]165

(b) Did you mention the license of the assets? [N/A]166

(c) Did you include any new assets either in the supplemental material or as a URL? [N/A]167

(d) Did you discuss whether and how consent was obtained from people whose data you’re us-168

ing/curating? [N/A]169

(e) Did you discuss whether the data you are using/curating contains personally identifiable informa-170

tion or offensive content? [N/A]171

5. If you used crowdsourcing or conducted research with human subjects:172

(a) Did you include the full text of instructions given to participants and screenshots, if applicable?173

[N/A]174

(b) Did you describe any potential participant risks, with links to Institutional Review Board (IRB)175

approvals, if applicable? [N/A]176

(c) Did you include the estimated hourly wage paid to participants and the total amount spent on177

participant compensation? [N/A]178
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